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Kingdoms of Amalur

The Avengers review

Despite the loss of developer 38 Studios and Big Huge
Games, Kingdoms of Amalur managed to capture the attention and play time of a lot of gamers. GI’s Daniel Gibbs
give the lowdown on whether it’s OK to pick up the start
to an already-fallen franchise.

Assembled to make millions, nay, billions at the box
office, The Avengers came screaming into theaters in
the summer of 2012. Its mission: Make comic book lovers
squeal with delight. Was GI as impressed as the world
seems to be with Joss Whedon’s ink tale?
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Pokémon times three
Moving right along in the quest to review ’em all,
GI takes a look at two Normal-type beasts and the
franchise electric mouse itself: Pikachu. These aren’t
your most flashy Pokémon, but they may just have a
place in your arsenal.

the usual suspects
22 otaku corner

22 anime lounge

This quarter, Brandon Beatty pulls out an interesting-yet-cliché
team tale in Mezzo. What’s it about, you say? Well, if we told you
that, you wouldn’t necessarily read his review, now would you?
Head on over to The Strip and read about technology meeting gun
play galore.

30 torture of the quarter

GI’s first review of anime from the head woman in charge
features romance, comedy, love triangles and several hilarious attempts to confess feelings. All while in high school. Nope, it can’t
get any better than school romance with comedic trappings. School
Rumble is a shoujo fan’s dream.

We’re going to say in the kindest way that Mega Man has had his
share of problems in the past. He might star in ridiculously hard
games that inspire diatribes, but the little blue man of charged-shot
fame does not deserve the raw deal he’s gotten at Capcom. We still
love you, Mega Man. We still love you.
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in
some areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work
and it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come
back to the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great
game worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming
experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once
to experience what it has to offer.
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editorial
Consider me ready
to return to Pandora
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
CRY OF WAR

M

y gaming calendar doesn’t
fill up all at once very
often, and this year is
no different. I rarely play
new games or even get hyped for
anything, solely because everything
tends to be disappointing afterward.
But this year is different. This year
is the return of one of my favorite
franchises: Borderlands.
As we go to press, I’ll be running
and gunning through new areas on
Pandora with new characters, and
I’m salivating right now just thinking
about it. At some point, my buddies
and I will be gearing up to take on
the ruthless Handsome Jack, and I’ll
be learning how to best utilize my
newest skills. Maybe I’ll have beaten
the game by then, but if the comments from the designers are any
indication, I probably won’t.
Borderlands 2 is easily my mostanticipated game of the year and

probably ever, next to Smash Bros.
Brawl and Super Mario Bros. 3. Why?
Because it means I’ll finally be able
to start on my own.
You see, this year has been all about
change for me. None of it has been
welcome, but it’s something that I
couldn’t have avoided no matter how
hard I’ve tried. This year is one of
reflection and sacrifice, starting with
how I play games, what I’m looking
for in a title and just what I spend
my money on. I promise I won’t get
all sappy or bittersweet nostalgic on
anyone right now, but I’m looking
forward to Borderlands 2 because it’s
the first time that I’ve started a campaign on Pandora without my former
spouse and co-op partner. When
things changed in my household, it
changed everywhere and Pandora
was the first to feel the effects.
So, I’m getting back on the road,
and I’m ready to saddle up and ride

Hey there, stranger!
We’ve been waiting
for you on Pandora!

with my gentlemen and lady friends
who are also anticipating Borderlands 2. To celebrate the overwhelming need for BL2, we’re blowing out
the sequel this quarter. Everything
we know, you will know. That means
in-depth looks at characters, locales,
story and a review of the game from
yours truly.
Will I give all four characters a shot
this time around? Probably. Will I
still be hooked on the game and its
parent next year this time? Probably.
Will I ever grow tired of developing
a badass siren into a sharpshooting machine capable of picking the
feathers off a Bloodwing from 1,000
yards out with a Fearsome Skullsmasher? Never. Pandora’s changed,
but I’m ready.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is
editor-in-chief of Gaming Insurrection.
She can be reached by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

DuckTales’ soundtrack inspires explorer in us all

T

he iconic Disney property received
an equally iconic video game
adaptation and with it came a
great soundtrack. Despite its 8-bit
pedigree, DuckTales
entertained with varied
gameplay and rocking music. Here are my choices for
traversing the world with
Scrooge McDuck in search
of treasures.

brain even if you didn’t want it to. Even its
8-bit incarnation, stripped of vocals and
embellishment, retains its classic stature.

reminiscent of the start of many of McDuck’s adventures, so in that respect, it’s
done its job.

The Moon: Take your pick
between the slow tempo of
the beta version of the game
or the fast tempo of the final
release, but the Moon track is
one of the best uses of 8-bit
music technology ever. The
music is brilliant with a focus
DuckTales theme: The
on technology and progressive
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
theme of the show is one
use of a synthesizer. I always
BEAT.TRIP.GAME envision the future and progof the most widely recognized intros from ‘80s teleress whenever I’m hunting for
vision, so it’s a no-brainer
the Green Cheese of Longevity.
that it’s front and center for the game. The
theme is representative of a time when
Area Select: A simple tune, the area
Disney was on a roll with brilliant show
select theme is monotonous but inspires
introductions that stuck around in your
Scrooge’s search for the treasures. It’s

African Mines: The mines feature a fun,
bluesy track that make me think of a nononsense journey through a dangerous
place filled with deep caverns and untold
riches. It’s not hard to get excited about
getting that mine key from Transylvania
and coming back to explore.

editorial

The Amazon: While romping through
the Amazon Jungle is no real picnic,
traipsing through in DuckTales happens to
be fun. The comically designed apes and
other creatures that reside there make this
a fun journey, and it needs this bouncy
background to tie it all together.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is
editor-in-chief of Gaming Insurrection
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Lyndsey Hicks Mosley

Fire. Reload. Kill. Collect the reward. Move on. Turn in. Tune out. Drop
out. Either you’re into the ’60s counterculture movement or you’re a killer,
a killer of the best kind. Because in Borderlands it was all about kill or
be killed. Collect your reward or be someone’s reward. In the sequel, the
number in the title may have changed but the game is still the same: All
you need is kill.
When GI last took a look at our favorite shooter-looter, it was two years
ago. Borderlands was barely wet behind the ears in the shooting market
but it made a lasting impression. Come to the present, and it’s still producing. Borderlands 2, one of the most anticipated sequels in recent memory,
has nipped at our heels for a year and a half, and we couldn’t wait to sit
down with it, fire it up and settle back into a coma of loot rewards.
Everything in the core product has undergone changes: New characters,
new friends, new foes, new guns, new missions, new ways to eliminate
the competition and new ways to fight to survive to see another day. Our
old friend Lilith ruminated that Pandora’s changed, and if we were ready.
What GI aims to do is get you ready, ready to get back on the battlefield,
ready to take on Handsome Jack, ready to cash in on your luck because it’s
gotten you this far. If you’re rusty on the way of life on Pandora, consider
this a refresher course. We’re giving you the lowdown on what’s what in
Borderlands 2 and bringing you up to date on where everyone stands in
their fight on Pandora.
We can safely answer that question now, Lilith: Yes, dear, we are ready.
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So ,what’s
Borderlands 2’s
story?
Five things to
know about Maya
Class: Siren
n Maya is the resident Siren in Borderlands 2. She
looks similar to Lilith but with different hair and
tattoo patterns though the tattoos presumably have
the same effect. She is one of six in the Borderlands
universe, Lilith being a second.
n Maya’s skill is Phaselocking. Maya — instead
of entering a separate dimension to avoid and deal
damage a la Lilith — creates an energy sphere
around an intended target, where she can damage
them, use them to heal or revive other characters or
remove an enemy from the scene, creating space.
n Sorry, but Maya can’t use Phaselocking on
bosses. Badasses, yes, but not bosses. She can still
use the ability and deal damage but the boss will not
be enclosed in an energy sphere. Thus, no crowd
control. However, Phaselock is not entirely lost: If
you use the ability and miss, the cooldown instantly
resets. This also applies outside of boss fights.
n Maya, in terms of storyline, knows more about
the Siren phenomenon than when Lilith began her
quest on Pandora for the vault. Maya knows a little
of the lore of the Sirens and presumably will pass
what she knows on to Lilith when they meet up.
n According to the official character stories released
by Gearbox Software, Maya is from the planet of
Athenas, where she was once worshipped as a goddess.

feature

Here, Handsome Jack, who is head of the Hyperion Corp., subjugates one of
Pandora’s remaining claptraps. Notice his ever-present H substation in orbit.

H

andsome Jack is the new antagonist. HJ illegally takes over the Hyperion corporation nearly five years after the first game.
He does this by stealing the treasures that were in the vault with the Destroyer and claiming credit for the discovery. HJ
lures the new characters to the planet with a tournament that will give riches beyond imagination to the winner. You, of
course, win and of course, what HJ says is a lie, intended to trap and eliminate you because he perceives you to be a threat to
his plans and rightfully so. HJ has also killed every claptrap on the planet except for the very first one you encounter in Fyrestone. This claptrap has been exiled and it’s up to you to rescue it and deliver it to Sanctuary.
The four original characters are not playable. They will appear in the story, some whom you have to rescue or needing your
help. For example, Mordecai is wanted for poaching and using an exotic animal (his ever-present companion Bloodwing) and
you’re tasked with helping him resolve his wanted status. Roland has been captured and you will have to rescue him. It remains
to be seen how the other two characters, Lilith and Brick, will interact with the new characters.
Handsome Jack is attempting to find a second vault located on Pandora. This vault contains an extremely powerful creature
that he would like to control called the Warrior. The Warrior is central to controlling Pandora and, by extension, the universe.
Similar to the storyline of the first game with the Destroyer, you will be responsible for stopping HJ’s plans.
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What we know

New locales such as the oft-mentioned Sanctuary and an arctic area
will be visited in the quest to stop Handsome Jack. A badass
bullymong seen here will give the new badass points.

There’s a lot of different things that’s been added to Borderlands 2 and GI is rounding up the disparate elements here in two
different categories: Places and gameplay.

Four things
to know about
Salvador
Class: Gunzerker
n Salvador is an actual native of Pandora, and is
fighting Handsome Jack because of his — and by
extension Hyperion’s — policies of bandit extermination. Hyperion considers everyone not in the company or associated with the company to be bandits.
n Salvador’s action skill is dual wielding, meaning
he can dual wield any two weapons in the game at
the same time with the skill activated. He has a skill
— Double Your Fun — that allows him to throw two
grenades with the second not costing ammo. Essentially, that covers all bases in terms of ammo and
guns that he can use from two separate guns.
n Salvador is of short stature because of heavy
steroid use.
n Salvador is close to Brick from the standpoint that
many of his skills focus on tanking — drawing the
enemy fire and focus to himself and incredible healing properties while near death.

6

PLACES
n The new characters are now on the other side of Pandora, which features far different locales than the first game. There
will be a jungle area and arctic regions, which were not seen previously. Trees are shown as part of the landscape, something that was said not to exist on Pandora.
n Sanctuary — which was mentioned several times by Helena Pierce (administrator of New Haven) but never seen or
visited — is now a playable hub city. Many of the NPCs that will help you or provide quests will be located here.

GAMEPLAY
n Badass skill points: Beating badasses in the game now gives special points that count toward leveling up. The more
challenging it is to beat the badass, the more points you get. These are unlimited and cary across characters.
n Game Changers: Unique to each character, the different skills will change a class quickly and dramatically within a
skill tree. Gearbox has confirmed that these will stack with other abilities.
n Trade system: One of the most requested features for the sequel, a trade system has been established, allowing for
easier initiation of trading weapons, class mods and items. The new system is available instantly. Also, weapons can now
be wagered in duels.
n New elements: In the first game there were four elements that you could use to do damage: Fire, Blast, Shock and
Corrosive. The sequel adds two: Eridium and Slag. Eridium is used to boost the other elements and function as in-game
currency, and Slag is used to cover and weaken enemies that then take more damage from subsequent hits.
n Character customization: While this won’t have a dramatic effect on gameplay, it does do something. Customization will be an obvious display of what skills a player is using and will add small bonuses. The changes can be made at
Quick Change machines, located throughout the world.
n New vehicles: Among the types of vehicles available, there will be a car in which four players can ride at all times. The
only time that a four-player car was available in the first game was the Secret Armory of General Knoxx DLC.
n Storing your weapons: Places to hold your weapons and gear are now available. Places such as Claptrap’s Secret Stash
and Roland’s safe are available once you reach Sanctuary. Slots can be purchased also for backpacks since there are no
claptraps.

feature

Guns, guns
and more guns
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Dahl — Dahl is the biggest weapons
manufacturer on Pandora and it shows.
With their name stamped on everything
from Claptraps to trash bins, Dahl mass
produces for results. According to
weapons dealer Marcus Kincaid, Dahl
makes guns for professional mercenaries and has great recoil reduction.

Three things to
know about Zer0
Class: Assassin
n Zer0 isn’t the character’s real name. He got his
nickname from the display on his faceplate when
he kills someone. Of all of the characters this time
around, he has the least known back story.
n Zer0’s action skill is called Deception. He goes
into a sort of stealth mode wherein he can cause
massive damage through critical hits — which will
be illuminated on enemies — while sending out a
decoy. Zer0 can still be hurt during Deception. While
it is like Phasewalking in that it is a hidden state that
the user slips into, splash damage and grenades can
still hurt.
n Zer0’s sword, much like Mordecai’s melee
weapon in Borderlands, is not equippable. However,
it can be used in melee attacks. Considering how
much he resembles Mordecai in skill build, for an
example of what the sword will possibly do, look at
Mordecai’s skill of Lethal Strike.
feature

Tediore — These are the throwaway-type weapons. A new trait of
their guns is that once the clip is
emptied, the gun can be thrown for
extra damage and it will digistruct
itself back into your hands or inventory.

Jakobs — High damage and never
elemental weapons. Jakobs’ trademark is “If it took more than one
shot, you weren’t using a Jakobs.”
These guns can and will fire as fast
as the trigger is pulled as well.

Vladof — “You don’t need to
be a better shot; you just need to
shoot more bullets.” Vladof guns
have signature high fire rates.

Hyperion — Focuses on high accuracy.
Considering that the main antagonist
runs Hyperion, albeit illegally, figure
that Hyperion will play a large role in
Borderlands 2.

New

Bandit — Guns made by the bandits
on Pandora. These will replace S&S
Munitions.

Torgue — High fire rate, decent damage and terrible recoil reduction are the
marks of a Torgue gun. Also, the company hilariously pokes fun at Jakobs
with the vending machine quote: “400
percent more awesome! Also, Torgue
doesn’t make their guns out of freakin’
wood!”
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Atlas — Since the original vault hunters defeated General Knoxx and stopped the Crimson
Lance, Atlas Corp. shut down for good.

Maliwan — Focuses on elemental weapons. If it’s going to light
someone on fire, douse them in
acid, shock them or blow them
up, expect Maliwan’s name on the
barrel.

S&S Munitions — Replaced by
bandit-made guns.
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It’s time to dust off my sniper
rifle, gear up for Borderlands 2

F

Four things to
know about Axton
Class: Commando
n Axton takes the place of the Soldier class the
second time around. In this vein, that’s a good thing.
Commandos (much like the class mod from the
original game) are more advanced and high tech
than Soldiers, and that’s represented in his special
skill. This turret is more advanced and more things
can be done with it. The turret has the ability to
throw out grenades and be thrown long distances
among other things.

rom the moment that I finished
the first playthrough of Borderlands, I knew I wanted a sequel.
Nevermind that there were
reasons to go through the game
multiple times; no, I had my reasons
for wanting a sequel. There was more to
say, do, see and feel through my time on
Pandora, and now I have my wish. Borderlands 2 is here.
Where will I go? What will I do first?
Who will I play with first? I ask myself
these questions repeatedly.
I’m not sure who my first character
will be this time around. The first time
through any game that offers a choice of
characters, I usually choose the nearest,
most awesome-looking female character available. Most of the time that
has worked out pretty well (see Mortal
Kombat II and Mortal Kombat 3). It worked
pretty well with Borderlands because
Lilith is a character that begs to played. I

eventually played through with everyone
except Brick, and I enjoyed every romp
through the game that I’ve done so far.
I’m not sure what my first action will be
other than
the first five
missions,
and I’ve got a
feeling that I
don’t have a
choice in my
starting location. Despite
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley all of the
EDITOR’S TAKE uncertainty,
though, I’m
ready to begin
anew with the drama that is Pandora’s
fight to stay alive.
While I’m ready to start playing again,
there’s a mixture of happiness and sadness flowing through me right now. On
the one hand, I’m glad the game is here

finally. The waiting has been killing me
and I’m so ready to take up the struggle
of Pandora’s natives once more with my
ragtag crew of friends and family.
On the other hand, I’m sad because the
anticipation may be built up so much that
I’m inevitably going to be let down. But
every time I make that assumption of
what I may feel when I get my hands on
the game, I shake my head, snap to my
senses and say “What’s the matter with
me? I’m going to love this.” And then I
shake off that minute crazy talk, and I get
back to plotting my course with all four
of the new characters, what the new story
will bring and the implications of being
bigger, badder and better in a sequel.
Borderlands 2, you have work to do. I’m
going to need a lot of guns. And a lot of
time. Because I’ve got work to do as well.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached by
email at editor@gaminginsurrection.com

the playing Field
WHO AMONG GI AND ITS FRIENDS AND FAMILY WILL BE PLAYING BORDERLANDS 2?

n Axton’s turret is courtesy of the Dahl Corp., which
has stepped up its operations on the planet in competition with Hyperion with the fall of Atlas (Remember? They were the employers of the Crimson Lance,
whom you helped bring down in The Secret Armory
of General Knox. Oh yeah, THOSE guys.)
n Axton’s wife, named Sarah, was his former commanding officer, was in the military at one point and
has since died, before the beginning of Borderlands
2. He wears her dog tags throughout the game.
n According to his official biography, Axton is
originally from the planet of Heironymus and was
kicked out of the Dahl paramilitary force because of
recklessness and being a glory hog. He would have
been executed, but instead he chose to settle on
Pandora.
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Name:
Lyndsey
Gamertag:
Dark Rubes
Starting
character:
Maya

Name:
Jordan
Gamertag:
Call 1-800-n00b
Starting
character: Zer0

Name:
William
Gamertag:
Shotgun Sam7139
Starting
character:
Salvador or Zer0

Name:
Ginger
Gamertag:
xSR388x
Starting
character: Maya

Name:
Chris
Gamertag:
Kenpunch12
Starting
character: Maya
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One of the most anticipated
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ready, set, begin!

Developer: Gearbox Software Release: 2012

Welcome back to death and looting on Pandora

BORDERLANDS 2
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

When Gearbox delivered Borderlands in 2009,
no one knew exactly what to expect. Would the
shooter be great at creating an engaging experience, based on the basic human instinct of “the
grass is greener on the other side”? Or, would
Gearbox fall flat on its face with a ragtag group
of mercs that no one would care about? Borderlands, it turns out, fulfilled the first condition.
And the sequel has managed to fall into
the epic games category much like
its predecessor.
The basic verdict here is if you
loved the first game for what it
could provide, you will immediately fall in love with Borderlands 2. The age-old adage goes
that you can never get too much
of a good thing. That holds true for
BL2. Everything that was great about the first
game is great about the second. More unique
characters, old familiar faces, familiar mechanics. Everything that was done right makes a
reappearance with a boost to 11. Wanted a better
end-game scenario and more story? OK, Gear-

box threw in Handsome Jack and a hand-crafted storyline that’s more than just vault hunters
… well, hunting for vaults. Wanted more varied
missions? Try missions that update on the fly.
Wanted more skills? Try more far more skills for
each character packed into their skill trees. BL2
manages to improve in nearly area and stick
to the philosophy of if it ain’t broke, tweak it to
somehow make it more awesome.
Where I fell in love with the new game was
the subtleties. The game doesn’t hit you over
the head with its changes; it gradually
introduces them and leaves them
out there for the veterans of the
series to discover. For example,
a trading system has been
established, allowing weapon
and item trades in a multiplayer
game. Also, weapon storage has
been introduced without the need
for download content. If you’re new to
the series, you wouldn’t necessarily understand
why these changes are significant. To veterans,
both additions are literally godsends.
On the lower end of the scale of improvements, the waypoint system has been thrown
out in favor of a minimap. If you were like me

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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and constantly got lost in Borderlands, raise
your hand.
Wow, that many of you, too?
Maybe that’s a bigger deal than previously
thought. The new minimap clears things up
a lot better and helps tremendously in a game
that’s obviously a lot bigger.
On the play mechanics side of things, BL2
isn’t much different from its parent. Just about
everything works the same, although the
change in weapon zoom is taking a little bit
getting used to. Other than that, you’ll feel right
at home executing tactics, using special abilities
and firing away. I love the fact that the enemy AI
is smarter. I immediately noticed a change in the
way enemies behave, staggering more realistically when shot and moving around obstacles
more fluidly when they’re trying to get to you.
If there was any way that Pandora could get
a facelift and become more beautiful, Gearbox
found the way because the game is gorgeous.
It still uses the cell-shaded look of the first
game, but colors pop and are of higher quality
everywhere. The game also runs more smoothly
as characters are running around shooting and
being shot at. With all of the chaos that can
happen in a singular encounter, you’d expect

some slight slowdown. Not so in BL2; there
were no hiccups in the engine and everything
from my character getting shot multiple times
to headshots on enemies were smooth and
clean.
The one thing I didn’t particularly care for is
some of the new voices. Whereas, in the first
game the enemy spouting was easily understood and generally hilarious in a macabre
kind of way, this time around they aren’t as
easily understood and sound like a bunch of
crazy ramblings in general. True, that’s what it’s
been the entire time, but it seems that there’s
less personality this time around. The other
voice acting, however, is up to par, with the
change to some characters very subtle. Special
mention deserves to be given to Dameon Clarke,
who voices Handsome Jack. He lends a certain
charm and begrudging likability to the character despite his villain status and literally had
me laughing out loud.
Don’t be concerned if Gearbox bit off more
than it could chew with making BL2 more
bombastic than the original. The goal was 98.6
percent more awesome, and I believe it’s safe
to declare that benchmark has been met in the
reclamation of Pandora.
ready, set, begin!

Daniel Gibbs/Gaming Insurrection

Developer: 38 Studios/Big Huge Games, Release: 2012

KINGDOMS OF AMALUR: THE RECKONING
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Fate unkind to new
role-playing franchise

By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

Are the events of one’s life a play that
has already been written, waiting for
us to act out the script? Or is it a blank
canvas, waiting for us to paint our image — any image — as we see fit?
You find yourself among a pile of
lifeless bodies, breath choking on the
stench of ash and death. Had you not
awoken when you did, your end would
be met in the incinerator of an underground disposal facility beneath
Allestar Tower. Yet, this is not your time
to die … again.
Barely having returned to life, you
are attacked by the Tuatha, brutal killers acting on the orders of their lord,
Gadflow. Fighting and
racing your way
to the surface
delivers you
to the lab of
Fomorous
Hugues.
It is he you
have to thank
for your second
lease on life, or
rather, the Well of Souls. The culmination of his life’s work, Hugues developed the Well for the purpose of raising
the dead, you are the first successful
attempt. Before he can explain further,
the Tuatha forces burst into the laboratory, killing all in their path. Despite
your desire to aid your savior, Hugues
sends you to the exit while he engages
the enemy in battle to buy you time
to escape. His final words to you are
to seek out his friend, the Fateweaver
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Agarth.
With ability to see the very threads
of fate that make up one’s life, perhaps
Agarth can help you find your way and
your purpose in this world. Upon making it to his camp, he attempts to read
your fate, but he cannot, which leaves
him very much surprised.
Never before has he met one whose
fate he could not read. He sees this as
the possibility that you could either be
the blessing come to save the world
from the Tuatha, or the curse that
dooms the world to a fate much worse
than any the Tuatha could bring.
Welcome to the world of Amalur.
Kingdoms of Amalur: The Reckoning released earlier this year with the
hopes of being the next hit RPG title,
and it brings some good things to the
table with it.
When building your character, you
have a choice of four races: Almain and
Varani (both human), Ljosalfar (light
elves) and Dokkalfar (dark elves). As with
most RPGs, each have their own racial
bonuses toward some of the skills used
in the game (out of nine stats, each race
gets a +2 on one stat and +1 each on two
more), giving you an idea of what races
are useful to your play style.
I found the class system to be pretty
basic yet nicely done. You have three
choices: Might (fighter type), Finesse
(rouge type) and Sorcery (mage type).
Each class has its own tree, and via
a point system, you can invest in the
different sets of skills as you see fit. Your
levels in these three classes will determine not only what attacks and abilities you will have access to, but also
will have bearing on the equipment you

Daniel Gibbs/Gaming Insurrection

will be allowed to wear. For example,
this system will keep you from building
a high-powered wizard that wears thick
heavy armor and boots that allow you
to move totally undetected. As a result,
you have the option of dumping all of
your points into a single class or across
two skills or even across all three.
What has got me hooked is the story.
A lot of games these days, especially
of this genre, will give you choices. Do
you return the shopkeeper’s lost item
or do you keep it for yourself, kill the
guard or sneak past, save the village or
let it burn, and so forth. While technically these choices can influence the
final outcome of the game, to me they
feel like something extra, not a part of
the story itself. Amalur feels different in
this regard.
At the start of the game your fate
is uncertain, unknown if you will
save the world or destroy it. With
that setup, it gives you as the player
the feeling that you control your own
destiny. For instance, in one early quest
you meet an ancient creature known
as The Widow, an elven woman who

has spiders at her beck and call, who
wishes to take over a village and kill
everyone in it. During this particular
quest, she gives you a choice: Take your
chances fighting her or go clear out
the town in her name. I have to admit
that I spent a moment or so thinking
about what to do and how it would
affect not just the ending I may get
but how it would affect all of Amalur.
Ultimately, I took my chances fighting
her, and I won.
Visually, the game looks more like
Fable 3 than Skyrim. The colors are a
bit brighter, and there seems to be a
bit of a faint blurriness in the environments. The graphics are not top notch
but they are by no means the bottom
of the barrel, either.
In the sound department, I have to
say that things are enjoyable. The
soundtrack felt reminiscent of John
Williams’ work on the “Star Wars”
movies. Seriously, there were a few
times I was expecting to see Jawas
walking around.
With a huge world, simple but nicely
done combat system, and emphasis on

fate and choice, Kingdoms of Amalur:
The Reckoning is a good game. But is
it great?
Your quest to shape your fate is not
without flaws. There seems to be
some problems with the synching
of the voice acting and animations
for character mouth movements. Too
many conversations suffer from either
someone’s lips moving with no voice
speaking or their lips not moving at all
while a voice was speaking.
Also, when making menu choices, I
found myself having to hit the confirm
button for my choices multiple times
for it to register.
Movement seems to be limited to
dead stop and Sonic the Hedgehog
speed. Trying to manage a walking
speed in between those two poles was
surprisingly difficult.
Finally, if you are looking for a
franchise with a world that would keep
your attention across multiple titles,
this is not the game for you as the studio behind Amalur, 38 Studios, declared
bankruptcy. So, the planned sequel and
the future MMO — before release, Amalur was being pushed as the groundwork for an MMO that was planned for
release around 2014 or so — are more
than likely dead in the water.
The game is good but not great on
its own. Weird controls, bad timing
on voices and lack of future franchise
hopes count against it. However, these
blemishes have contributed to a pretty
steep price cut in the four months
since its release, which ups the value.
That’s enough value that I say it’s
worth picking up on your choice of
platform to cast your fate.
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HARVEST MOON: A WONDERFUL LIFE

Serious fun to be had
in long-running life sim
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

The life of a farmer isn’t glamorous, though if you’ve ever eked out a
living in a Harvest Moon game, you
wouldn’t know that. Harvest Moon,
for all of maker Natsume’s pronunciations of “serious fun,” is actually
seriously fun.
You know the drill if you’ve ever
sat down and played through a
chapter of any game in the series:
You inherit a farm from a relative,
you have to fix it up, make it profitable and find someone to settle
down with and marry. Along the
way to farming profitability, you
buy, raise and sell farm animals and
their products, you buy items
to help with the production aspects of the farm,
and you raise and tend
crops of your choosing.
When it comes to the
human side of matters,
finding a lady to settle
down with is easy. You pick
one of the eligible bachelorettes
in town, woo her and get her to accept your marriage proposal. She’ll
say yes, move in with you and get
pregnant. That’s life on the farm in
a nutshell, folks, and that’s how it’s
going to play out in A Wonderful
Life.
But it gets better, a little, in this
version. Compared to the previous
entries, I love playing through AWL
and easily found myself becoming
engrossed with the game. It’s one of
the easier entries and had just the
right balance of events that were
required to events I didn’t feel like
participating in.
When I first started playing AWL
in particular, I spent an entire week
in game time tending crops and fishing. I took care of my animal chores
for the day early on and then spent
an entire afternoon fishing by the
pond near my home. It’s that kind of
engrossing that’s a major draw for

the series.
Speaking of fishing, I took special
notice of the graphics while ambling
on the way to the fishing holes in
Forget-Me-Not Valley. The overall
package is nice and has a certain
folksy charm. There are a few
instances where the graphics are a
little strange in the way they animate, but there are some areas that
are actually gorgeous. Specifically,
the water animation is beautiful, and
I literally could have stood there the
entire time just watching it move.
Another particularly gorgeous area
is the field for your animals. Just
stand there and watch the grass
sway. That kind of detail is a boon
for the game in just about all
areas.
In some ways the
sound keeps up,
and there are a few
tracks that stand
out, mostly because
you’re going to
hear them repeatedly
throughout your routine. The themes for the farm
— Song of Silence and Breeze Song
— are wonderful and make running
around on the farm enjoyable. There
aren’t too many others to listen to,
so you’re either going to love what
you hear or you’ll work without any
music.
Though, I do have to point out
that the character sounds are atrocious. People sound strange and
it’s unintentionally hilarious when
you go out and have a conversation
with a villager. For all of the work
on the graphics, the actual in-game
conversation could have used an
upgrade, too.
I love Harvest Moon games even
though what I’m tasked with doing
doesn’t really change that much
from game to game. I suppose it’s
life on the farm, being a city girl
and all, that appeals to me. And, as
I’ve learned with A Wonderful Life, I
seriously do have fun.
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Developer: Clover Studios, Release: 2003

VIEWTIFUL JOE

Movie romp high on style, but not depth
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

I’d be remiss in saying that everything’s fine and dandy with Viewtiful
Joe, from the former Clover Games.
It’s got magnetic charm, an interesting
premise and fun mechanics. It’s vibrant
and colorful, and the music isn’t half
bad. But when I get down to it, I need
something more from the meat of my
games, whether it’s an
engaging experience
or an addictive additive that makes
me think “Just
one more game.”
Viewtiful Joe is
lacking in that
department slightly,
and it’s what keeps it
from being a masterpiece.
VJ starts out strong. Joe is a movie
buff and is taking in a flick with his
longtime girlfriend, Silvia. The film happens to feature his favorite superhero,
Captain Blue. At the beginning of the
film, Blue is defeated and the movie
comes to life, kidnapping Silvia. You’re
tasked with jumping into the film, with
the guidance of Blue and his henshin
powers, to save your girl. The setup,
while not entirely original, is one that’s

used to great effect throughout the
game. From the title screen to the very
end, you’re given ample opportunity to
buy into the idea that you’re in a film
and you’re a superhero.
That setup is also used in Joe’s
surroundings with liberal use of film
props. The backgrounds all run like a
movie set and are beautifully toned to
match the look and feel of old cinema.
It’s a testament to the dearly departed
Clover that there’s so much attention
paid to detail with VJ’s look and
feel. The music shines as well.
The soundtrack is pretty good
and reminds that as a onceupon-a-time subsidiary of
Capcom, Clover could produce
when it came down to it and
make good music. Nearly every
track feels appropriate for Joe’s situation, though having to hear Iron Ogre
Hulk Davidson repeatedly throughout
the level was annoying. Seriously annoying.
Make no mistake, you’re going to hear
your share of Hulk Davidson as well,
because you’re going to be traversing
through some of VJ’s levels a lot with
a lot of repetition in terms of enemies
and bosses. It’s a shame, though,
because the mechanics are sound,
interesting and fun. Take, for instance,
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Joe’s VFX powers. He can speed up
time, slow it down or zoom in to beef
up his attacks. All of the powers are
useful and necessary because a variety
of puzzles are solved by sometimes
utilizing all of them at once.
Where you start to run into problems
is when a puzzle is presented with
absolutely no context about how to
solve it. For example, one of the early
puzzles involves three pillars and a
barrier. When I got to the room, there
was nothing to provide even a hint as
to what to do with the pillars. It took
experimentation just to figure out that
setting them on fire was crucial to
the process and that all of the pillars
needed to be on fire at the same time.
Experimentation is fine and I love that
in my games because I really don’t want
the solution handed to me, but come
on, at least give me something to go on.
Viewtiful Joe is great, with imagination and creativity oozing from every
corner of Joe’s world and quest. If not
for the repetition and lack of variety,
it would be a candidate on that fabled
list of best games ever made. The little
problems don’t stop it from being good,
however, and you owe it to yourself to
go on and get henshined up. Because
who hasn’t ever wanted to really say
“Henshin a go-go baby”?
13

Developer: MicroÏds, Release: 2002

SYBERIA

Not all PC games need
handheld ports
By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

My name is Kate Walker, and I’m
a lawyer. I mostly deal in business
agreements, purchases, takeovers,
things like that. The latest deal I had
on my plate was the finalizing of
a purchase of an old toy
factory by another company back in America.
Unlike other toy
factories that have
gotten into the modern era of electronics,
this factory, owned by
Anna Voralberg, still dealt
exclusively in old fashioned
automatons. Made of steel and wood
and driven by spring and gear, the
creations of this plant date back centuries and held a reputation throughout the world.
The village of Valadilene, the location of the factory, has seen better
days. It’s small, not very populated
and has a pretty bleak feel to it. Like a
shadow of a bustling cultural center
whose days have long passed. And
to make things better, it’s raining
like nobody’s business and I just saw
what looked like a funeral procession.
I head to the inn where I’m booked
to stay on this hopefully short trip,
and after meeting a young boy by the

name of Momo in the waiting area of
the inn, I find out that that funeral
procession I saw earlier was for Voralberg. It doesn’t matter since she had
arranged the purchase of the factory
before her death and the paperwork
is still binding after her passing.
But expectations of this being a
short trip are dashed when
the notary reads me a letter left behind by Anna.
Her final words inform
me that she is not the
last living Voralberg. It
turns out that, contrary
to what the local history
says, Anna’s younger brother,
Hans, is still alive. However, his
whereabouts are unknown. The existence of a surviving Voralberg complicates the deal. The arrangement was
based on the living members of the
family consenting to the deal so with
one still alive his consent must be
sought out or the deal falls through.
My objective is clear: I must find
Hans Voralberg and get his consent
to sell the factory before I can go
home ...
If the story sounds familiar, then it
may be because this is not the first
time this game has been released.
Before its release for the Nintendo
DS in 2008, Syberia was originally
released for the PC in 2002. And there
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is where it should have stayed.
The idea of searching for a long-lost
heir believed to be dead is an interesting idea. Having the world set on
exploring and interacting by way of
solving puzzles and putting together
parts to get automatons into functional shape to do things that you
cannot do yourself makes sense.
Playing through a game where
gameplay is not based on your ability
to fight off monsters or other enemies, at least for what I played of it,
is a bit of an interesting twist.
I even liked the soundtrack, which
consisted of a single song that played
the entire time for the portion I

played. But they are not enough for
one major problem: If I didn’t know
any better, the character movement
was in real time speed.
You see, in order for Kate to move,
you have to click on the spot where
you want her to go. She walks over to
it and, no, you cannot use the D-pad
instead. This can get very time consuming and really takes a toll if you
end up backtracking, which like with
any exploration game you are bound
to do.
The slow pace killed the gameplay
for me big time. And, it’s kind of sad
that it did because if it hadn’t have
been for that I could see myself really

liking this game. However, when your
movement is slow as this — in an
exploration game, no less — things
are not going to go well at all.
Honestly, if you’re curious about
this game and want to try it based
on what the DS version is offering,
I would recommend that you either
track down a copy of the original PC
version or pick it up on Steam.
It was a good idea that had proven
potential, enough potential that a
Syberia II was released and there is
still talk/rumor of a third. However,
something might as well have been
lost in Siberia when it was brought to
the Nintendo handheld.
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tech geeks
iPhone 4
There’s cellphones, and then there is the iPhone. After choosing to
go ahead with our upgrade, GI was looking for something a little more
“now.” Our existing phone (the previously reviewed HTC Aria) was
Android-based, and we weren’t necessarily sure we were going to stay
with that platform. Enter Apple. The iPhone 4 immediately piqued our
interest, and at $100 with a two-year contract, the phone was starting to
look better all the time. We bought it and immediately fell in love with it.
What’s there to love? For starters, the phone is stunning. Stunning to
look at, stunning in its ease of use and stunning in its anticipation of
what you need in a phone. The screen is gorgeous with clear resolution,
big buttons and a great touch interface. The design is sleek, and while
the phone is slightly heavy, it’s not that noticeable, really. The sound is
crystal clear and the sole ability to customize vibration for contacts in
the phone book makes it an instant keeper. Did we mention that the call
reception is great and the audio and video with respect to recording as
well as the still shots are amazing?
There are a few drawbacks to it, though. We’d love to be able to
do groups without a lot of hassle. Also, forcing us to use the bloated
iTunes to sync ringtones and remember the Apple ID associated with it
every time we need to update apps are absolute pains. Other than that,
though, we love it.
We didn’t see the hoopla at first over the iPhone when it arrived. But
consider us converts to the love that is Apple because of it. There is
simply no reason to buy anything other than the iPhone from now on.
Cost: Free with a new two-year contract, AT&T
Where to buy: Apple.com, AT&T, Verizon

FastStone Photo Resizer
For any photo projects that GI has,
FastStone is welcome and highly
regarded. FastStone is perfect for
batch conditions such as resizing and
renaming. In tests with large amounts of
photos, FastStone was quick and easy
to use, and settings can be remembered. What sets it out from the rest of
the pack of batch programs out there
is the included preview functions and
sheer number of conversion options.
Watermarks and text can be added, and
it features basic recoloring and imaging
options. The best part is it’s free. For the
amount of options, how well it performs
and the fact that it’s free, picking this up
is a no-brainer if you’re in the market for
batch organizers.
Cost: Free
Where to download: download.com;
www.faststone.org

tech geeks

Adobe Dreamweaver CS 5.5
GI feels a duty to point out that Adobe’s Web design software isn’t easy to get
into. We own it and we use it for a variety of tasks related to GamingInsurrection.
com. However, it’s not the easiest program to use and we find ourselves struggling to use it more like we should.
Dreamweaver is like an all-in-one coffeemaker that does everything you want
to do and things you didn’t even know you needed to know how to do. The
number of types of sites you can make are staggering if you know what you’re
doing. We have little knowledge of how to even use it properly, but because of
Dreamweaver, we’re actually learning. If a program forces you to want to get
better, it’s worth the money.
What’s cool about Dreamweaver is that, like most Adobe programs, it’s
designed in levels for the user. The beginners, like GI, can start out with small
tasks and work their way up. The intermediates know exactly what they’re looking for in terms of creating and building sites and can jump in and start right
away. The advanced users know how to dig deeper for features and bring out
their best work. If you want to learn Web design, we advocate picking up the
subscription version of the program and working through it that way.
Cost: $399 (full version); $19.99 (month-to-month subscription with one-year
commitment); $29.99 (month-to-month subscription)
Where to buy: Adobe.com

TECH BITS
n Hope you aren’t still running a phone
on 2G. AT&T announced in August that
it will get rid of its 2G network to make
way for 3G and 4G within the next five
years. That’s right: You have until 2017
to make the leap to the obviously faster
3G or 4G. Most smartphones available
today use 3G or 4G, but according to
Ars Technica, AT&T says 12 percent of
its customer base does not and is still
on 2G. Source: Ars Technica
n Firefox, the world’s second-most
used browser, gained market share
in July. The developer announced
that it had jumped to 20.2 percent as
compared to leader Internet Explorer
at 53.09 percent and Chrome in third
place with 18.9 percent. Safari at 4.9
percent, Opera at 1.6 percent and others at 0.53 percent round out the avail-

able browsers. Source: Ars Technica
n Nokia announced further layoffs in
Australia, closing down its Qt offices.
Qt is a user-interface that relies on
C++. Rumors suggest the Qt model
will be sold. Source: Ars Technica
n Research in Motion CEO Thorsten Heins made a lot of waves in a
July interview. According to the BlackBerry maker’s chief, the company:
1. Took a good look at moving to the
Android platform before continuing
forward with BlackBerry 10; and 2. The
company can’t keep up with Samsung
and Apple without some help. The
comments, originally made in a sitdown interview with the Telegraph,
came after the company decided against
licensing out the BlackBerry technology. Source: Yahoo News
15
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METROID

Every masterpiece sequel
has a beginning
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

For every masterpiece game out
there on the market, there is an
origin story. Sometimes, that origin
comes in the form of a science fiction
baby that spawns greatness solely by
existing. In the case of Super Metroid — easily recognized by legions
the world over as one of the
greatest if not the greatest
games ever made — it’s
Metroid. Where I have
instant accolades
and praise for Samus
Aran’s sequel tale of
life, death, motherhood,
exploration, isolation
and all-around badassery,
I have growing acknowledgment
and attachment for the 1986 myopic
that introduced us to the most feared
bounty hunter of them all.
Don’t get me wrong, there is much
to love about Metroid. Let’s start with
the fact that the story — despite how
little of it there is established during
the game — is actually good. You take
the job of Samus, introduced as the
chief person called in when the job
needs to be done efficiently, cleanly
and quietly.
Samus is the quintessential warrior,
someone who can be counted on to
clean up messes, and above all else,
finish an assignment with little to no
guidance. She beams down to Zebes
(later said to have been an early waypoint for the warrior early in life), and
you are put to work. Nevermind that
there is no map, your weapons are
terrible and you have only a Power
Suit to sustain you. You are Samus
Aran, and you will be successful … at
all costs. It’s the little things like this
that pull you in and fuel the need to
see it through to the end.
Once you get to work exploring the
planet and its many connected mazes
of corridors, back rooms and hallways

of death and fortune, you learn that
you’re going to need some fire power.
This is when and where I fell in love.
It might be grueling by design in its
lack of intial information, but searching for weapons in a Metroid game
is a rite of passage in any title in the
series and most video games today. It’s
necessary and it forces you to invest
in your own survival.
There is probably no better
way to lure in the unsuspecting breed of creature
known as the inexperienced gamer than
by making them hunt
for their tools of the
trade. Metroid veritably created the market
on exploration and weapon
collection, and it’s done seamlessly
here. You may not know that it’s part
of your mission to get those weapons,
but you soon will when you die a few
thousand times from venturing forth
into a room that you shouldn’t be in.
You are thrown to the wolves, and
they aren’t throwing you back. You’re
going to learn to fight, you’re going
to learn to survive and you’re going
to learn that “Metroid instinct.” In
short, this is life’s lessons in the form
of genocide dealt by a purple-haired,
6-foot, 3-inch woman who wears a
suit capable of killing in less than
two seconds. This is the textbook from
which later games learned, even its
own brilliant sequel.
Atmosphere and sense of isolation
are also trademarks established with
Metroid, and the first game does it
well. That sense of unknown and unfamiliar is prevalent throughout the
game and it’s at its finest here. Sure,
Super Metroid perfects those traits,
but Metroid gives you a pure sense
of wonder and dread; dread at what
could be lurking around the corner,
wonder at the size and sheer scope of
what you think is out there for Samus
to discover. Backing all of this antici-
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pation is a stunning soundtrack from
celebrated composer Hirokazu “Hip”
Tanaka. Tanaka does an excellent job of
creating a desolated, lonely vibe that
permeates every crack of Zebes.
But for all that I’ve learned to love
about Metroid, I have some problems
that have plagued me since the first
time I fired up the NES cartridge. That
lack of intial information that I mentioned earlier? That’s a big problem
for me. Much as I was with Super
Metroid, I was plunked down on the
planet with absolutely no idea where
I was supposed to go or what I was
supposed to do.
The advantages of playing and
finishing Super Metroid first and then
jumping into the first game were
that I knew where to pick up the first
item and expecting to be bombarded
straight off the bat. Having that
knowledge proved invaluable because
I immediately became lost. A map
would have been a godsend.
Also, plopping me down on the
planet without full health was a pain.
I realize that giving me the luxuries
afforded in Super Metroid would have
been slightly too easy, but seriously?
Only 30 health at start, no map, I’m

stuck with a pea shooter and limited
jumping skills, and a seriously bad
password system in the U.S. version?
The first 10 times I played the game,
my anger knew no bounds.
But bit by bit, I sat back and let Samus take the lead. I went back to the
“Metroid instinct” that I built while
rumbling my way through Super
Metroid years before. Through the
years, I’ve managed to cut the game
some slack. I mean, after all, this is
the progenitor of the greatest game

ever made, and even the best of the
best of the best has to start somewhere. I’ve completed Metroid, gotten
to see Samus in all of her glory, and I
even grown to respect the game as a
sort of mother game, perhaps. I knew
there was a reason for hanging on
and playing through Samus sticking
it to Mother Brain and its minions
for the first time. Find that reason in
Metroid while you’re playing through,
and you’ll appreciate what’s a quality
beginning Metroid experience.
retrograde

Developer: Visual Concepts, Release: 1994

CLAYFIGHTER: TOURNAMENT EDITION

Parody Clayfighter molds
fun fighting experience
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

Christmas 1994 was an interesting holiday season. The
gamer in me was always in the market for something
new. It didn’t really matter what it was, but it had to be
something that caught my eye. The gamer in my brother
saw cheap, liquidated stock from Blockbuster that could be
sent home in the form of a gift. Thus, two games arrived
on my doorstep, both which changed my life in profoundly
different ways. The first was Super Metroid. The other was
Clayfighter: Tournament Edition.
Bad Mr. Frosty. The Blob. Blue Suede Goo. I’d be mistaken
if I didn’t take the game as some kind of joke with character names like these. As a supreme Mortal Kombat II player
and fan, I took one look at the mechanics of Clayfighter:
TE and immediately rolled my eyes. But jumping into the
game turned out not to be as bad as I
thought. I came to realize and respect
the game for what it is: A parody of
the leading fighting games of the
day.
Throw in some surprisingly decent mechanics and atmosphere,
and you have a slightly above
average title.
The name of the game says it all:
Your chosen fighter is either made of
clay or affected by a clay meteor that strikes
a circus/amusement park. You duke it out with your favorite and make it to the end of the game to take on N. Boss.
That’s about it.
The fun lies in the characters, really. One of the eight
playable fighters is bound to inspire some laughter,
though Bad Mr. Frosty is no joke. Trust me, that snowman is not playing around when he throws snowballs
and rolls at you like a cross between Kano and Sub-Zero
of MK fame. Special moves take a little bit to pull off but
if you’ve played even the tiniest bit of Street Fighter or
MK and know what a shoryuken or charge character is,
you’re in business pretty quickly.
Now, I realize that it’s not the finest that there is to offer
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in the world of SNES music and graphics, but Clayfighter: TE has a certain type of charm to it. Watching obviously claymation characters fall to pieces
or piles of mush when they’re defeated is absolutely
hilarious, and the background music and character
themes are fun and do their job of promoting their
respective combatants. I’ve always managed to have
a soft spot in my heart for Bad Mr. Frosty, mostly
because of his theme.
Over the years, I’ve come to acknowledge that
the game is a fine complement to the seriousness
of Mortal Kombat and the business end of Street
Fighter. Having played enough intentional (and some
non-intentional) fighting game parodies in my day,
accepting Clayfighter: TE as a lighthearted companion to the big boys and girls of fighting is not too far
of a stretch.

What’s the deal with
Tournament Edition?
Released in 1994, Tournament Edition was meant to be a fix for the original game. Some
of the changes made include:
n Edited stages
n Fixed glitches
n Addition of several modes
n Intro screen and title screen edited
Tournament Edition was a Super Nintendo exclusive available for rent at Blockbuster.
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Developer: Nintendo/Intelligent Systems, Release: 1987

KID ICARUS

Pit needs help climbing
out of his debut mess
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

When I think back to the days of first-party Nintendo
dominance, the character of Pit and his struggle to free
his deity doesn’t come to mind with good reason. Kid
Icarus, despite its “sister” claim to the brilliant Metroid
(see this issue for a review), hasn’t aged well since the
days of Nintendo ruling the roost.
Pit and Kid Icarus somehow have managed to obtain
cult status, though I’m not entirely sure why. The graphics aren’t exactly special, the gameplay is clunky and the
mix of genres doesn’t come off as well as the designers
obviously hoped. And, let’s not forget the crazy punishing difficulty that makes it nearly impossible to make it
out of the first part of the game. Combine those factors
and you get something that I’d rather not play, let alone
remember, 25 years later. What’s even more baffling is
the fact that the music, composed by the always eclectic
and thought-provoking genius Hirokazu “Hip” Tanaka, is
its only saving grace.
Attempting to breeze through the Underworld section is maddening at best. I can safely say that I’ve only
managed to do this once in my entire playing career
and that was all I needed before I called it a day. Why
am I attempting this with no wings if Pit is an angel?
Why am I being chased by the Grim Reaper? I
literally asked this litany of questions as
I traversed the supposedly dark dank
confines of Pit’s prison. And those
questions weren’t really answered
all that well. I can accept the Grim
Reaper bit but everything else remains questionable at best. It pains me
to say that if I managed to learn some of
the answers because I watched a long-ago
show (Captain N, for you fellow children of the
’80s), boo to the designers because that’s something I

should have access to while I’m playing.
Playing — or I should say attempting to play — Kid
Icarus isn’t exactly easy, either. The controls, while
competent, aren’t exactly the best for jumping. Pit
moves a lot better than say, Nana and Popo of Ice
Climbers fame, but he still has a long way to go to
match the fluidity of Mario or Link. Jumping is
a pain because clean landings aren’t always
guaranteed, and firing Pit’s weapons and
using items are easy, but I sure wish I had
some immediate context for what they
do. Jumping into the game isn’t exactly
something you want to do without context
on how things work, but then again, this is
the era where reading a game manual made all
the difference between a satisfactory game experience and the origins of hatred for a series.

SCORE:
2 OUT
OF 5
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But just as all hope seems lost, the soundtrack arrives to save the day. Tanaka’s aforementioned brilliance shines its light on an otherwise terrible game
and makes for an entertaining experience. Audiowise,
the Greek mythological setting is betrayed by some
of the cutest 8-bit and alternatively haunting sounds.
And when it seems like Pit doesn’t have a triumphant
theme to inspire hope, along comes the Underworld
theme. I’d venture to say it’s one of the few things
that inspired me to continue slogging through the
game.
Try looking past the nostalgic factor of Kid Icarus
if you can, and look at its merit. It’s not an altogether
horrible game but it isn’t necessarily worthy of its
cult status, either. Thank the goddess Palutena that
Pit wasn’t a total loss with his appearance in Super
Smash Bros. Brawl. Thank Palutena, indeed.

Sisters?
A little-known fact is that
Metroid and Kid Icarus
are considered “sister”
games. Reasons for this
designation are that they
were created by the same
teams, share a composer
and password system
and were released about
the same time (Kid
Icarus in July 1987 and
Metroid in August 1987).
retrograde
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Developer: Hudson Soft Release: 1997

BLOODY ROAR

Unleash the inner beast in fighting perfection
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I love anime and fighting games. I also love
the concept of fighting game characters that
can harness the power of animal instinct to
be victorious in epic-worthy battles. I say these
things because during my journey as a young
gamer/otaku, I have dreamt many a dream
and waited for a gaming
developer/publisher to
successfully bring
those three elements
into a fighting game
that not only redefines the genre, but
also would be considered worthy of being
among the greatest of all
time. I finally got my wish in 1998 when I was
introduced to a PSOne game that answered my
prayers. I will admit that this game, regardless
of how many times I have played it, keeps me
coming back to its fighting beauty. Bloody Roar,
with its fierce game play and anime instincts, is
worthy of that greatest-of-all-time title.
Developed by Hudson Soft — of Bomberman
and Adventure Island fame — and published by
Sony Computer Entertainment America, Bloody
Roar mixes fighting game elements with the
premise of using animal instinct as a advantage for its characters.
I thought the storyline was simple yet

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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structured enough in background to competently tell the game's story of the zoanthropes,
human/beast hybrid warriors, and the Tyron

Corp., a secret organization determined to use
zoanthropes as brainwashed super soldiers for
the highest bidders. The selection of characters

will determine not only their personal motives
for fighting, but also if they are for or against
Tyron’s agenda.
Gameplay is similar to traditional fighting games. Each character has the power to
change into various animals via their own
“beast mode” meter in addition to the regular
energy meter.
The control is decent and works. I find the
controls in either human or beast form will
require practice at first, but it will not leave
veteran fighters scrambling to execute regular
move or combos.
The graphics are polished and present a near3D likeness, a feat ahead of the PS One's time. I
was impressed that the framerate and camera
angles are fluid with the action in each stage,
never slowing down. The graphics engine and
camera zoom had me pulled in during up-close
attacks and executed combos; the after-battle
camera zoom outs were so well done that at
times I forgot that Bloody Roar wasn't the latest
high-tech Hollywood movie. The audio, at times,
was a mix of sweet and sour sounds, but that
combination will not turn away fighting game
aficionados who desire a fresh challenge to
hone their senses and perfect their skills.
In retrospect, my three favorite things in video
games and popular culture came together in
1998 by two well-respected gaming companies.
The result was a benchmark in fighting games
and the primal instinct of gamers not only being unleashed, but also evolved. Enjoy and be
fulfilled.
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Developer: Light Weight, Release: 1997

BUSHIDO BLADE

Reach a Zen-like state with samurai play
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I’ve previously shared with my love of all
things samurai. That passion for the legendary
class of Japanese warriors led me to wonder if
there were any actual video games that would
give them the proper venue of respect. I found
one crown jewel in Capcom’s Onimusha, which
successfully represented samurai on the PS2.
As I continued my quest to find more video games worthy of bushido, I found
another gaming jewel that not only
emphasizes the samurai code, but
also brings new concepts to fighting games in creating a new term
in gaming.
Developed by Light Weight and
co-published by Square Enix in
association with Sony Computer Entertainment America in 1998, Bushido Blade
mixes bushido with one-on-one battles in 3D
environments. Set in a unknown modern city
in Japan, you assume one of several characters
who has escaped the confines of a society of
assassins known as “Kage” (shadow in Japanese) and must fight his or her comrades who
are in pursuit. You must also face off against
the group’s leader, Hanzaki, who has been possessed by a cursed sword known as yugiri that
who plots a reign of terror across the nation.
Gameplay follows in traditional battles but
with a few twists. There is no time limit or a

health bar. Instead, you can monitor health
and other injuries by using the Body Damage
System, which shows decreased abilities in attack power and running speed. To confirm fatal
blows, blood will be displayed during the battle
and at times in slow motion, showing the location of the opponent’s vital area. An interesting
addition is the ability to climb in battle. You
can also choose weapons with limitations on
blocking and striking ability. Another twist
to Bushido Blade is the Motion Shift
System, which assists in fighting
stances and a variety of attack
combinations that come with
each stance.
I thought the best feature was
the free–range combat, allowing you to explore battle areas
such as a moat, bamboo forest and
a labyrinth castle. The exploration is
worth it, if not just for the 3D environments
that command your attention to the battle. I
also enjoyed the fact that Bushido Blade has a
two-player versus mode, a practice feature and
a first-person perspective mode. Finally, if you
really want to test your skills, a slash mode will
use a sword-wielding character against 100
enemies.
The game’s score was composed by Shinji
Hosoe and adds to the game’s bushido theme,
formed out of a mixture of appropriately calm
and furious music for each stage using a
shamisen, a flute and violin. The voice acting

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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was also high quality, thanks to Square Enix
using well-known Japanese voice actors who
brought out the best emotions of each scene.
Bushido Blade has redefined one-on-one
combat in the fighting genre and is worthy

of a place on the essentials list. I do have
one piece of advice for players and samurai
aficionados: Practice bushido safely. Only use
foam swords for your duels. GI thanks you in
advance.
retrograde

The Avengers
Marvel Studios, 2012
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Avengers assemble into
a satisfying package

W

hen GI first heard there was going to
be an Avengers film made, we scoffed.
“Seriously, who didn’t see that coming?
And who’s going to be in it?” is literally
what we proffered when we were told
the news. We were initially skeptical in that we’d
seen the offerings from the Marvel camp with
regard to Spider-Man 3 and we weren’t buying.
No way, no how. But slowly, things changed. The
surrounding films were introduced and received
warm reviews. The devil was in the details, as they
say, and it seems the casting made the movies.
Well, as luck would have it, The Avengers turned
out pretty nicely. So nice, in fact, that we regret our
early pronouncement and embraced the film with
open arms. We even paid good money to see it
twice.
Our love affair with the good folks at Marvel
starts within the first five minutes as Samuel L.
Jackson practically chews scenery with every
move and line of dialogue. It doesn’t hurt that we
are huge fans of Jackson, and thought he was the
only choice for Ultimate Nick Fury. Throw in the
subtlety that is Jeremy Renner as Hawkeye and
the glorious deviousness that is Tom Hiddleston as
Loki, and we would have been satisfied with everything that had transpired in that first few minutes.
But then, just as we thought we couldn’t be
more amazed than Captain America stepping onto
the deck of the S.H.E.I.L.D. Hellicarrier, in stepped
the rest of the cast: Scarlett Johansson literally
steaming up with the screen; Mark Ruffalo showing the tortured and vulnerable side of the Hulk
and Bruce Banner; Chris Evans’ duty to his men,
country and self as Captain America; Chris Hemsworth’s pained fight as Thor to redeem or stop
Loki at any costs; and finally Robert Downey Jr.’s
scene-stealing billionaire philanthropist playboy

act as Iron Man. The parts, in this case, were
strong on their own, but when combined hit every
note and played every beat to perfection.
Of particular note were Ruffalo and Downey.
It would take an entire review to point out the
subtleties and nuance of Ruffalo’s portrayal of the
Hulk, who had the character down to a fine science. Watching the two interact was like watching
good poetry on screen. Though Downey has now
had two movies to showcase his great timing and
wit, it was on display here in all its glory and it was
clear that he was the star from the beginning. We
especially liked how both characters were dialed up
when necessary but dialed down enough to share
the space with everyone else. That’s a challenge
for writers and directors, and Joss Whedon — who
deserves just as much praise as the cast — made it
work brilliantly.
Also that which deserves mention is the special
effects. The Hulk looked believable, and it was accepted that Hawkeye lived up to his name. All of the
characters looked and acted in character with their
surroundings. Someone at Marvel must have taken
notes from the Spider-Man 3 debacle, because the
effects were outstanding.
If you’re among the three people on Earth that
hasn’t seen The Avengers, it’s time to rectify the
situation. Great casting, believable plot threads
and superlative attention to detail and character
history? You get that and more with The Avengers.
Assemble some time to see one of the best comic
book movies ever made.

10
Plot: 10
Like the comics?: 10
Casting: 10
Total: 30 out of 30 or 10

or many years in my life, I have been a
comic book fan. I like to think of myself
as objective and impartial when it comes
to my likes and dislikes, with the love I
have for the paper fantasies of ink, crime fighting and justice split evenly between DC and
Marvel. But there comes a time when you have
to choose your favorites. The Caped Crusader is
easily on my list of favorite characters, and the
X-Men are tops any
day of the week and
twice on Sunday.
But, so help me, if I
had kryptonite I’d
wipe Superman and
his ilk off the face
of comicdom.
I know it’s not
popular not to have
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
even the smallest
STRIP TALK
modicum of respect
for the Man of Steel.
Heck, I can even think of a few people who’d
revoke my comic knowledge badge of authority for making such a statement. But the entire
time that I’ve known of the son of Krypton, I
never have been able to get behind him as a viable candidate in the race for my comic character love.
What bothers me the most about Superman
is this notion that he is literally unstoppable. I
think about it this way: If you have Superman
around, why would you need anyone else? Superman obviously has all of the bases covered.
Outside of the basic question of neediness
regarding him, I have always had too many
questions about his day-to-day interactions
with the rest of his universe. Where does he
sleep and does he even really have a need for
sleeping, eating or other human functions? Are
people really so dumb in the DC universe that
they can’t tell Clark Kent is Superman? For Lois
Lane to have been such an intrepid, hard-nosed
reporter, she sure isn’t too bright if she can’t tell
that the man she kisses who saves her life on a
routine basis is the same man that she works
with everyday and all he’s done is change his
hairstyle and throw on a pair of glasses. The
same goes for the rest of the universe, barring
Ma and Pa Kent.
And then we get to the sorry excuse for a
villain that is Lex Luthor. The question that
I’ve been begging to ask for the majority of my
comic-loving life is this: Why doesn’t Superman just kill Luthor? He’s done enough to be
impeached as president of the United States,
he’s maimed and stolen more times than
See SUPERMAN, PAGE 23
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Mezzo combines gunplay,
teamwork in mystery-drama

H

ello, my fellow otaku, welcome back to Otaku Cinema. This is the section of Otaku Corner where
GI brings you the best anime this side of the rising sun. In a previous issue, I presented the classic anime series Robotech. Don’t worry, good otaku, I will
do another review of this masterpiece in a future issue.
Right now, I’m reviewing a “new classic” series where you
can get “Kill Bill” plus your favorite PI TV all rolled into
good anime. The result of this concoction: Mezzo: Danger
Service Agency from the good folks at ADV films.
In this mystery/adventure series, Mikura Suzuki,
Kenichi Kurokawa and Tomohisa Harada are a team
known as the Danger Service Agency, an investigative
agency known to take up any job, no matter how dangerous. And, in the first volume of Mezzo, the DSA delivered
no-holds barred action in the first five episodes ranging
from stopping a vengeful lover to uncovering Mikura’s
past life. The DSA gets though unscathed all the while
busting a few heads and getting paid in the process.
As far as action goes, I’m impressed by the perfect mix
of martial arts, arsenal of guns and bullets and the references to classic mob movies
provided by the
Mezzo project
team under
the direction of
Yasuomi Umetsu.
I also liked that
in each Mezzo
episode, you can
get to know more
about the team.
Brandon Beatty
Mikura is the
combat/expert
OTAKU CORNER
marks woman
of the team who
is VERY trigger happy and will deal a healthy amount of
fear into those who cross her. She also has a unique ability to see into the future in brief glimpses. Kurokawa is
an ex-police detective who is a pasta fanatic with contacts
in setting up the team’s assignments, inside knowledge
of the criminal underground and getting much-needed
ammo, making him top banana.
Finally, Harada is the team IT guy/inventor who’s a
genius in robotic tech and whose love for useful gadgets
has pulled DSA out of many a scrap. ADV has added good
stuff to the first volume of Mezzo such as clean opening/closing animation scenes, previews of future ADV
releases and sketches of each episode from person to
object. Also, what I really like about this DVD is that the
English and Japanese recordings were processed in Dolby
Digital Sound. Finally, the ADV cast of voice professionals

Series: School Rumble
Episodes: 1-10
Premise: School Rumble is like most school romance anime: The
protagonist, Tenma Tsukamoto, is a normal teenager who goes to
school and has crushes. The difference is that School Rumble is
a romantic comedy that revolves around multiple love triangles
and quadrangles where there’s a lot of unrequited feelings. You’re
introduced to Kenji Harima, a juvenile delinquent extraordinaire
who is in love with Tenma. She doesn’t feel the same but it doesn’t
stop Harima from bellyaching about it and what it means most of
the time.
Is it worth watching?: In a word, yes. If you can get past
Tenma’s inherent draw-on-your nerves cuteness and the fact that
she spends a lot of time chasing Oji Karasuma, a dude that doesn’t
appear to know she’s alive most of the
time, the show is pretty funny. There’s
a lot of gags that happen and the
characters, as they’re introduced, have
personalities. In the first 10 episodes,
the humor is at the forefront and that’s
where it needs to be.
really sealed the deal for me. Luci Christian, Andy McAvin
and Jason Douglas performed the English dub perfectly.
I would really be a complete idiot if I did not include Vic
Mignogna, whose performance of the villainous barber
Mugiyama was enough to make me want to background
check my own barber.
Fellow otaku, Mezzo is a series that is ESSENTIAL to
your collection. Unfortunately, at press time, ADV is not
in business, and Mezzo’s owners has not authorized a
reissue of the series stateside. But, if you do see a copy,
pick it up, get comfortable and enjoy it. Or, Mikura and
company will employ ways to ensure that you don’t live
long enough to eat dinner.
Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large of Gaming Insurrection.
Contact him by email at brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Breakout character: Easily, in the
first 10 episodes, it’s Harima. His appearance makes the episodes and his
humor, intentional or not, is the draw.

with Lyndsey
Hicks Mosley

Funniest episode: Episode 3 (“See
and Sketch! Letter on an Arrow! Pajama Party Confessions!”).
Tenma attempts to get Karasuma’s attention and confess her love
for him through shooting an arrow with her confession attached to
the end of the arrow. Karasuma has a seemingly supernatural ability
to avoid the arrows, and manages to dodge them. Tenma narrowly
misses hitting Harima who is nearby. Harima only avoids the arrow by dodging the shot with well-timed Matrix-like Bullet Time
maneuver.
Where it’s going: Starting with episode 11, the focus shifts to
the surrounding cast and how their relationships play out. Tenma’s
still there fighting for Karasuma’s attention and Harima’s still fighting for Tenma, but I love the fact that Tenma’s friends, classmates
and family are starting to develop deeper personalities.
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Superman isn’t a favorite
SUPERMAN, from PAGE 21

anyone can count in his existence. He’s
outright tried to kill Superman numerous
times. What else does Superman need to pull
off the prime directive in regard to Luthor?
Maybe malevolent Joker-level shenanigans
(Editor’s note: This is opposed to prankster
Joker shenanigans. There is a difference), because I can’t understand why he’s allowed to
the strip

keep running amok in Metropolis and getting
away with the things he does.
I believe Kal-El is a little too nice sometimes. With my tolerance at an all-time low
for stupid superheroes that lack logic behind
their actions, Superman’s about to get the
short end of the kryptonite.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached by
email at gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com
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MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Name: Dr. Robert Bruce Banner

Affiliation: Incredible Hulks, the Avengers,
Worthy, Warbound, Defenders, New Hulkbusters,
Pantheon, Titans Three, The Order, Hulkbusters of
Counter-Earth, New Fantastic Four, Secret Defenders, Horsemen of Apocalypse
Special abilities: Radically altered molecular
structure through gamma radiation exposure allows
for Banner to transform into a hulking beast of
virtually infinite strength when stressed, angered or
massive amounts of adrenalin are released in his
body. Originally, the transformations were limited to
nightfall, and he returned to normal at dawn. Also,
his intelligence and memories as Bruce Banner, of
meta-genius-level intellect, were reduced or gone
completely until Banner learned to control it. The
Hulk is immune to all Earth-based diseases, has
a regenerative healing factor far beyond Wolverine’s greatest level, omega-level mutant durability,
stamina, speed and self-sustenance.
Background: Dr. Robert Bruce Banner was raised
by his aunt after his severely abusive father, Dr.
Brian Banner, killed his mother and was institutionalized. Because Brian Banner had been exposed to
gamma radiation during work as a nuclear physicist,
Bruce Banner was born mutated. The mutation did
not show up until Bruce was caught in a gamma
radiation bomb while attempting to save Rick Jones.
Banner then began changing into the Hulk. In the
beginning, Banner attempted to control his transformations using a Gamma Ray Force Projector;
however, this didn’t sit well with the Hulk side of
him, and he eventually had to explore other avenues

to control the Hulk. Banner, as the Hulk, began
working with The Avengers though in-fighting and
mistrust led the Hulk to quit the group.
When not on the run from worldwide military
forces, the Hulk has since worked with the X-Men
and other individual superheroes, though he prefers
to remain neutral in most fights.
Relationships: Dr. Brian Banner, father; Rebecca
Banner, mother (deceased); Susan Drake-Banner,
paternal aunt (possibly deceased); Elaine BannerWalters, paternal aunt (deceased); Morris Walters,
uncle; Thaddeus Ross (Red Hulk), father-in-law;
Karen Lee, mother-in-law (deceased); Betty Ross
(Red She-Hulk), first wife (estranged); Jarella, second wife (deceased); Caiera, third wife (deceased);
Jennifer Walters (She-Hulk), cousin; Carmilla Black
(Scorpion), possible daughter; Skaar, son; HiroKala, son; Lyra (She-Hulk), daughter from alternate
reality; Behemoth, clone
First Versus game appearance: Marvel Super
Heroes
Appearances in other media: The Marvel
Super Heroes (animated); The Incredible Hulk
(television); The Incredible Hulk (animated);
Spider-Man and His Amazing Friends (animated);
Fantastic Four (animated); Iron Man (animated);
The Incredible Hulk and She-Hulk (animated);
Fantastic Four: World’s Greatest Heroes (animated);
Wolverine and the X-Men (animated); Iron Man
Armored: Adventures (animated); The Super Hero
Squad Show (animated); The Avengers: Earth’s
Mightiest Heroes (animated); Ultimate Spider-Man
(animated); Hulk (film); The Incredible Hulk (film);

The Avengers (film), Ultimate Avengers (animated
film); Ultimate Avengers 2 (animated film); The Next
Avengers: Heroes of Tomorrow (animated film);
Hulk Vs. (animated film); Planet Hulk (animated
film); Questprobe featuring The Hulk (video
game); The Incredible Hulk (video game);
The Incredible Hulk: The Pantheon
Saga (video game); Hulk (video
game); and The Incredible Hulk
(video game, Game Boy Advance);
The Incredible Hulk: Ultimate
Destruction (video game,
multiplatform); Marvel Super Heroes: War of the Gems
(video game, SNES); Marvel
Super Heroes (video game,
PSOne, Arcade); Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter
(video game, multiplatform);
Marvel vs. Capcom: Clash
of Super Heroes (video
game, multiplatform); Marvel
vs. Capcom 2: New Age of Heroes (video
game, multiplatform); Marvel vs. Capcom
3: Fate of Two Worlds (video game, multiplatform); Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom
3 (video game, multiplatform); Marvel:
Ultimate Alliance (video game, multiplatform);
Marvel: Ultimate Alliance 2 (video game,
multiplatform); Marvel Super Hero Squad
(video game, multiplatform); Marvel Super
Hero Squad: The Infinity Gauntlet (video
game, multiplatform); Marvel Super Hero
Squad Online (video game, PC); Marvel
Super Hero Squad: Comic Combat (video
game, multiplatform)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — AVENGERS QUOTES EDITION

1

Tony Stark: You should come by Stark Tower
sometime. Top 10 floors all R&D, you’d love it ... it’s
candyland.
Bruce Banner: Thanks, but the last time I was in
New York I kind of broke ... Harlem.

2
24

Tony Stark: That man is playing Galaga!
Thought we wouldn’t notice. But we did.
*later in scene, a quick cut to an employee
playing Galaga is shown.*

3

[Captain America puts on a parachute to go follow
after Thor, Loki and Iron Man]
Natasha Romanoff: I’d sit this one out, Cap.
Steve Rogers: I don’t see how I can.
Natasha Romanoff: These guys come from legend,
Captain. They’re basically gods.
Steve Rogers: There’s only one God, ma’am, and I’m pretty
sure he doesn’t dress like *that.*
[Captain America leaps out of the Quinjet]

4

5

Steve Rogers: Doctor Banner, I think now
might be a good time for you to get angry.
Bruce Banner: That’s my secret, Cap: I’m
always angry.
[Banner hulks out and punches the
Leviathan]

Tony Stark: [to Thor] No hard feelings, Point
Break; you’ve got a mean swing.

Photos courtesy of IMDB.com
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Worth the
Magic?

The former working relationship of
Capcom and Disney is examined

By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley

action.
Mouse rating:

For the better part of the 1990s and
2000s, Capcom cornered the market
on Disney properties. Chances are,
if you were a gamer and you liked
anything associated with Disney or
Mickey Mouse, you played a Capcom
game based on that favorite show. GI
takes a look at which games for Nintendo’s early consoles that are worth
the magic and which should take a
bite out of a poison apple.

TaleSpin (NES version) (1991):
I have nothing against bullet-hell
shooters, but TaleSpin isn’t really all
that fun. It’s interesting in that it’s a
shooter, but the mechanics leave a lot
to be desired, the music isn’t all that
great and it’s hard. Even on the easiest difficulty level, it’s painful to try to
make it through on the default three
hits. Weirdly enough, however, it can
be finished in one sitting if you’re
willing to make the effort. Only bother
with this if you really like the series
and The Jungle Book.

Gaming Insurrection

DuckTales (1989): A classic title
that showed Capcom’s prowess with
adapting a cartoon show, DuckTales
is worth the money. It’s an easygoing platformer that anyone can pick
up and play. Great music, graphics
and controls make it one of the best
NES games ever made. And you won’t
forget that classic intro theme anytime
soon.
Mouse rating:

X5

Chip ‘n Dale’s Rescue Rangers
(1990): The lovable and furry duo of
Chip and Dale was among the first
of Disney’s successful translations
to the video game market. If you love
being able to team up with a friend to
take down FatCat, this is your chance.
The single-player gameplay is great
as well and is a cute reminder of the
world the chipmunk brothers inhabit.
This is the quintessential Disney
experience on the NES alongside
DuckTales.
Mouse rating:

X5

Adventures in the Magic Kingdom (1990): While it’s certainly
varied in its premise and activities,
Adventures in the Magic Kingdom
somewhat suffers from the same
problem as Talespin in that sometimes, objectives are a little muddled.
The real problem lies in the platforming side of things. Jumping is
horrendous and slowdown plagues
the game throughout, bogging down
what should be simple hop-and-bop

retro game corner

Mouse rating:

X2

The Little Mermaid (1992): Unless you really love the movie, there
is no redeeming factor for playing
The Little Mermaid. The background
music and animation is terrible and
the mechanics have no context or reference. Knowing how the movie plays
out, I ask: Why is Ariel picking up her
similarly-specied foes and tossing
them at objects? That’s tantamount
to genocide. When I have to ask that
question, it’s time to leave a game
alone. Don’t play this in any form you
find it in and let it stay under the sea.
Mouse rating:
The Magical Quest starring
Mickey Mouse (1992): This is
a middling Mickey Mouse-themed
game. Structurally, there isn’t much
wrong with the game. But it has a lot
in common with the later-released
Animaniacs game: Out-of-context
controls and ridiculous platforming. The most irksome problem that
crops up is the no-look leaps of faith
required in some sections. But it’s
technically sound and that’s what
counts.
Mouse rating:

X3

See DISNEY-CAPCOM, PAGE 30
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
The Pokémon Red & Blue Knowledge Center is part
of the Retro Game Corner focus on the first 151
Pokémon that Game Freak created for its billion-dollar franchise. GI will take a look at the each Pokémon
and offer suggestions about movesets, what teams to
put together and usefulness. If a particular Pokémon
has made it onto our all-star, Final Four conquering
team, we’ll show you that, too. Look for the Editor’s
Choice sticker on our selections for best bets. Please
remember: This section only highlights the Red &
Blue era of moves.
This quarter:
No. 023 — Ekans
No. 024 — Arbok
No. 025 — Pikachu
No. 026 — Raichu
No. 027 — Sandshrew
No. 028 — Sandslash
Special thanks to Bulbapedia for
the official Pokémon Red & Blue
artwork.

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
KEEP
Poison Sting
Bite
Glare
DELETE
Wrap (until Bite is learned)
Acid (teach Ekans/Arbok Toxic
instead)
Screech
Leer

EVOLVES AT LEVEL 22

No. 23 —Ekans

No. 24 —Arbok

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Wrap

Normal

0

Wrap

Normal

0

Leer

Normal

0

Leer

Normal

0

Poison Sting

Poison

10

Poison Sting

Poison

0

Bite

Normal

17

Bite

Normal

17

Glare

Normal

24

Glare

Normal

27

Screech

Normal

31

Screech

Normal

36

Acid

Poison

38

Acid

Poison

47

EDITOR’S NOTES:

Pokémon. Keep Ekans around if you like status effects.

EKANS
Ekans is a run-of-the-mill Normal Pokémon until you
factor in that it can learn Poison moves. With Poison
moves, it has a built-in status affector that can wreak
havoc on other trainers as well as help with acquisition of
other Pokémon. Also increasing its helpfulness in acquisition is Glare. Glare has a pretty good chance of paralyzation, which is necessary when taking down a stubborn

ARBOK
No different from Ekans in terms of moveset, Arbok is
good for having a high-level Poison type who can inflict
the same status effects as Ekans. Arbok makes a few appearances late in the game and can be tough to snare or
take down if another trainer is using it. What makes Ekans
useful also applies to Arbok, so take that into account if
you’re looking to level it up and evolve from the lower
Pokémon.

Moves to teach
TM 06 — Toxic
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EVOLVES USING
THUNDER STONE

No. 25 —Pikachu

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
KEEP
Thundershock (keep until
Thunder is learned)
Thunderwave
Swift
Thunder
DELETE
Growl
Quick Attack
Agility
Moves to teach
TM 06 — Toxic

retro game corner

No. 26 —Raichu

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Thundershock

Electric

0

Thundershock

Electric

0

Growl

Normal

0

Growl

Normal

0

Thunderwave

Electric

9

Thunderwave

Electric

9

Quick Attack

Normal

16

Swift

Normal

26

Agility

Normal

33

Thunder

Electric

43

EDITOR’S NOTES:
PIKACHU
Pikachu is one of the game’s
standard Pokémon. You’d expect that
it’d be great since the game basically trades off its image as does
the original Kanto storyline arc of
the anime, but really, Pikachu is an
average Electric Pokémon at best.
However, it is the first of the group
that you will encounter in the game,
so it’s best to catch one quickly

and get it on its way to becoming a
powerhouse in the first half of the
game. Pikachu is admirable in that
it can hold down the much-needed
Electric slot on the team for a long
while, at least until you reach the
Power Plant.
It has a decent moveset, though
it’s nothing special. We recommend
teaching it Toxic to flesh out the
move list. That way, it learns something different and can actually be
more of a status effect beast than it
already is.

Also, keep in mind that Pikachu
has a different timeline for learning
movesets if you’re playing Pokémon
Yellow.

RAICHU
What’s remarkable about Raichu
is the fact that it doesn’t learn any
moves on its own solely by leveling
up once it has evolved other than
Thunderwave. What this means is
don’t evolve Pikachu until it learns
everything you want it to know by

leveling up.
If you want it to learn Thunder
without teaching it through TM 25,
leave Pikachu alone to learn it at
Level 43 — which is its last move in
the Red & Blue games — and then
evolve.
The beauty is that Pikachu can’t
be evolved until you receive a Thunder Stone, so take your time and get
its moves together. Stick with it or
Raichu if you like, though there are
better Electric Pokémon waiting for
the taking.
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WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Slash (until Fury Swipes is
learned)
Poison Sting
Swift
Fury Swipes
Delete
Sand-Attack
Scratch
Moves to teach
TM 26 — Earthquake
TM 28 — Dig
TM 48 — Rock Slide

No. 28 —Sandslash

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Scratch

Normal

0

Scratch

Normal

0

Sand-Attack

Normal

10

Sand-Attack

Normal

0

Slash

Normal

17

Slash

Normal

0

Poison Sting

Poison

24

Poison Sting

Poison

27

Swift

Normal

31

Swift

Normal

36

Fury Swipes

Normal

38

Fury Swipes

Normal

47

EDITOR’S NOTES:
SANDSHREW
Sandshrew, for it being one of
the earliest Ground-type Pokémon,
sure doesn’t know any Ground-type
moves.
You fortunately can remedy this
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No. 27 —Sandshrew

problem with an assortment of TMs
but it doesn’t help that it knows
mostly Normal-type moves.
You could do far more with several true Ground types than with
Sandshrew and save your TMs for
another Pokémon who isn’t struggling to learn its own
moveset.

SANDSLASH
Sandslash, like its other compatriots, has the same problem:
It doesn’t really change with its
evolution. And in Sandslash’s case,
it’s a definite disadvantage when
it comes to having a good moveset
that determines if it will have a

place on a team. To keep Sandslash
competitive, you’re going to have to
teach it moves and quickly. While
the Poison Sting is a nice touch, it’s
going to need more than that at a
high level. If you’re waiting for it
to learn Fury Swipes, that’s a good
idea. Let it learn that as Sandshrew
then evolve.

retro game corner

By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: 180 (Naoki)
BPM: 180
Light: 6
Standard: 7
Heavy: 8
Choice difficulty: Heavy

Artist: Jun
BPM: 180
Light: 3
Standard: 6
Heavy: 9
Choice difficulty: Standard

Artist: 2MB
BPM: 200
Light: 6
Standard: 8
Heavy: 9
Choice difficulty: Standard

Paranoia is the original Konami original.
The first “boss song” in DDR, Paranoia was
considered the original hard song to beat and
with good reason. It’s one of the first to feature
crossovers in the Heavy stepchart, which expert
players had to conquer in order to be called
masters.

Sweet Sweet <3 Magic is a fun song, depending
on which difficulty you choose. The Standard
difficulty is, without a doubt, my favorite and
features the most fun steps out of all its step
charts. The steps are your basic Standard steps
that are meant to introduce the general dancing populace to jumps and triplets. Mostly,
it’s jumps that are the flavor of the day, though
freeze arrows are important as well.

Orion.78 (Civilization Mix) is one of the trickier
songs to ever come into DDR’s repertoire. From
the beginning, it’s a 2MB remix, so be prepared
for it to be much harder than the original song, in
terms of step patterns. Then, add in the fact that the
song doesn’t really match the steps and it’s blazing
fast at 200 BPM, and there’s a lot to contend with.
Mostly, there are a lot of 1/8th note runs and jumps
throughout the song that are designed to seem like
they’re on beat.

Throughout the Standard stepchart, there are
a lot of stretches where the steps are jumpjump-1/4th-1/4th notes that force a patterned
syncopated response. The jumps are tricky and
will drain your stamina if you aren’t careful.
The sheer amount of jumps, 86, means paying
attention and trying to conserve energy on the
freeze sections, most of which are quick. In my
opinion, the song is mostly on beat here, so
you shouldn’t have any problems with using the
music as your guide for stepping.

The extremely tricky section that will probably cause
the most problems is from measures 11 through
18. This section features 1/4th-1/8th-1/4th triplets
in rapid succession that suddenly switch direction in measure 15. The entire section is difficult,
especially if you manage to lose your place within
the triplets. The interesting part of the song comes
from measures 35 through 51. If you can manage
to survive to this part, it’s a type of breather section
that matches the beat of the song almost exactly.
There are 1/32nd notes strewn throughout and
will require listening to the song to correctly step
them since DDR is notoriously off when it comes to
anything higher than 1/16th notes.

Moving at a decent clip, Paranoia’s Heavy stepchart begins with jumps and introduces triplets
(1/4th-1/8th-1/4th note runs) that define the
song. The crossovers for which it is famous also
start early in the song. The 180 BPM is constant
throughout, so changing speeds will not be an
issue. The trouble spot in the song really comes
near the end within the final 10 measures. It’s
a section of double and triple taps that require
crossovers to comfortably pass without getting
a bunch of goods or outright misses. If you
can master this section with crossovers, you’re
ready for just about everything that early DDR’s
Heavy division can throw at you.
Suggested speed mod: x1.5
First appearance: Dance Dance Revolution
(1998)

Suggested speed modifier: x1.5
First appearance: DDR Max 2

DDR history fact
There are several “series” of songs that are related within DDR. These include Paranoia,
Trip Machine, Healing Vision and the Maxx songs. Though some of the songs may be
remixes or new versions by other artists, the originals are by Naoki. As of DDR X, there
are 10 official Paranoia songs (Original, Clean, Dirty, Rebirth, Eternal, Evolution, Survivor, Survivor Max, Respect and Hades), three Healing Vision (Original, Angelic Mix
and D-Vision), six Trip Machine (Original, Luv Mix, SP- Trip Machine Jungle, Climax,
Survivor and Phoenix) and nine Maxx songs (Max 300, Maxx Unlimited, The Legend of
Maxx, Max 300 (Super Max-Me Mix), Fascination Maxx, Fascination Maxx Eternal Love
Mix, delta Maxx, Max. (period) and Maximizer.
retro game corner

Suggested speed modifier: x2
First appearance: DDR Max

UPCOMING SONGS

on the bounce
Happy Angel
Drifting Away
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Little blue bomber, you deserve better than this

F

or the first time, I haven’t come to bury
a franchise, but to praise and mourn
it. Do I despise Mega Man and all that
he represents in unnecessarily hard
games that have no business being on
the level of hard they inhabit proudly? Yes, but
that little blue dude deserves better than to be
regulated to the scrap heap. Especially with all
that he’s done for Capcom, a company that’s
shunted him aside like an unknown soldier
from a forgotten world.
Jump back, shoot. Dodge, shoot. Change
weapons, shoot. Jump, die. Try it all over
again? Definitely not. That’s just a sample of
the pain that I experienced trying to play Mega
Man for the NES, or any Mega Man game for
that matter. It is an exercise in anger and pain
management every time I watch him explode
in bubbles, and I’d rather stick hot needles under my fingernails than experience any more
of it willingly. But because of my staff at GI,
over the years, I’ve tried, I really have. And try
as I might, I can’t find the enjoyment.
I never could quite find the appeal of Mega
Man. Something about the little guy running
around in the blue suit did absolutely nothing for me. I can’t place my finger on it, but
every time I read anything about him I shud-

with Lyndsey
Hicks Mosley
dered just thinking about the non-linearity of
his exploits. Mostly reading through the NES
Game Atlas because I couldn’t afford the actual
game, I imagined the pitfalls, the enemies, the
frustration that awaited me. But the series
sounded like it could be worth a shot, so I
thought of ways the game could be cool.
The concept of Mega Man is actually what
initially drew me in: Take down robots to gain
their powers, then use those powers against
others in a never-ending cycle of doom and
destruction. I can get behind that idea and it’s
creative enough to have worked over what
seems like a millennia. Where I have a problem
is the fact that Capcom, and by extension creator Keji Inafune, started running out of ideas
in the first game. For every cool point the
games earn by having our eponymous hero

running around fighting bosses, it loses about
a million with the hackneyed villain names,
crazy-hard difficulty and the ridiculousness
that is Dr. Wily being allowed to run amok.
And if I have to run through the bosses multiple times and Wily’s castle a million times
again, I will personally make a trip to Tokyo
and do something unprintable.
I began the idea of Torture of the Quarter
at GI many moons ago when Editor-at-Large
Brandon Beatty joined the staff. Brandon’s
propensity to pick terrible games manifested
pretty early on with previously noted craptastic choices such as NARC. But it truly wasn’t
until I was forced to play Mega Man to capture
video and art that I realized that some games
just aren’t meant for me to play. Mega Man
and Mr. Beatty, I have you all to thank for this
revelation.
Now, I try not to kick a man when he’s
down, but I wasn’t exactly sad when I was
bombarded with the news that Inafune left
Capcom. Immediately, I thought, “Well, thank
God. At least Mega Man doesn’t have to suffer
anymore.” Well, that was until I read that not
only did Inafune not own the rights to the
character, but also Capcom was intending to
continue putting Mega Man in other projects.

Other projects but we’re canceling standalone
marquee games (i.e. Mega Man Legends 3) left
and right? That’s dog, Capcom. And, thus, GI’s
running gag was born: Everytime the names
Mega Man or Keji Inafune are mentioned, Capcom pays a man to teleport in at a moment’s
notice and say “F*** Mega Man!” and leave just
as fast as he appeared.
Inafune may be “the man with no name”
around the world of Capcom but no one and
no franchise deserves the treatment Mega
Man is receiving. And, in my opinion, no gamer
deserves the dropoff in quality that Mega Man
has gotten since the original trilogy of games
and the X series for Super NES. I might hate
Mega Man games passionately and refuse to
play them outright, but the little blue dude
who put food on Capcom’s table and had a
major part in securing its reputation deserves
better than this. Somewhere along the line
this turned into a eulogy for a fallen hero in
the blue bomber, but somebody needs to say
something for him because it isn’t going to be
Capcom, obviously.
I’m sorry, Mega Man, I’m sorry.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached by email
at editor@gaminginsurrection.com

Companies partnered for titles in Disney Afternoon series
DISNEY-CAPCOM, from PAGE 25

Darkwing Duck (1992): The show was great,
but the game not so much. Why? Because
Darkwing Duck is missing a few things that could
have ramped it up to greatness. First, the weapons could have used some explanation. Second,
the platforming — which is the foundation of
the game — is terrible. Quite a few times, jumps
didn’t look clean and leaps of faith were required.
Finally, nothing really stood out as impressive.
Not the music, not the backgrounds and definitely
not the voice acting, because there wasn’t such a
thing. Basically, the game never comes close to
getting dangerous.
Mouse rating:

X2

Aladdin (SNES version) (1993): If there is
ever a favorite Disney adaptation for me other
than DuckTales, it’s Aladdin for the Super NES.
It doesn’t hurt that Aladdin is my favorite Disney
animated feature as well. The SNES version is
extremely good: Bright, clean visuals, a great
soundtrack and varied levels that all fit well with
the movie. I even grew to appreciate the filler levels found in the Genie’s lamp. This is, by far, one
of the best movie-to-game adaptations ever done,
30

and one of the best licensed properties as well.
Mouse rating:

X5

Chip ‘n Dale Rescue Rangers 2 (1993):
Mostly, the sequel to the engaging Chip ‘n Dale
Rescue Rangers is more of the same. The two
titular chipmunks still roam around solving
problems and fighting against the evil FatCat. This
time, however, there’s more of an emphasis on
cooperative gameplay. Which is all fine and well,
since just about anyone who knows of the rodent
brothers wants to play with a friend. The bottom line is, if you liked the original game, you’re
probably going to like the sequel because there’s
literally more of it to go around.
Mouse rating:

X3

DuckTales 2 (1993): Much like the other
sequels on the list, DuckTales 2 give you more of
what you already know from a previous entry. The
colors are about the same, and there’s places to
explore and more ill-gotten loot to be gained on
the part of Scrooge McDuck and his wards. The
only reason why the game didn’t do as well as
the original is because the SNES was nipping on
the heels of the NES and focus was shifting. It’s
a solid adventure that deserves to played simply

because of a few new mechanics introduced and
the solid foundation that it was built on.
Mouse rating:

X3

Goof Troop (1993): I didn’t get the premise of
Goof Troop until I remembered a similar game,
The Adventures of LoLo. I never particularly enjoyed the television show that it’s based upon and
I didn’t enjoy the game. The controls aren’t exactly
obvious, and it’s a little hard to figure out what
you’re supposed to be doing. The one thing that
it has going for it is its graphics, which are bright
and inviting. Other than that, you aren’t really
missing anything if you skip this.
Mouse rating:
Bonkers (SNES version) (1994): Another sad
show that didn’t exactly strike my fancy, I didn’t
really miss anything by not playing Bonkers. By
this point, Disney was hitting it big again with The
Lion King, and Bonkers was barely a distraction
on the radar of Disney license-to-game adaptations. The game just comes across as generic and
clumsy. Again, not really worth your time unless
you really enjoyed the show.
Mouse rating:

X2

The Great Circus Mystery starring Mickey
and Minnie (SNES version) (1994): The
sequel to The Magical Quest starring Mickey
Mouse, The Great Circus Mystery is colorful and
interestingly designed. It’s also generic. There
isn’t much you haven’t seen or done here, so
don’t feel obligated to indulge Mickey in solving
the mystery. He’s proven that he can do hopand-bop right along with the best of the best,
and this is just an exercise in looking pretty.
Mouse rating:

X3

Magical Tetris Challenge (1999): Overall,
one of the final collaborations between the
house of mouse and house of Street Fighter
turned out to be a great Tetris knockoff. If you
can play Tetris, you can play Magical Tetris
Challenge, which introduces a few new concepts
on the old “make four lines” formula. The story
is decent and the soundtrack is great, but what
really seals the deal and makes it worth tracking down is the potential in two-player battling.
Those new concepts (breakdown meter and
piece countering) transform ordinary Tetris into
fun Tetris.
Mouse rating:
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